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This week

The “Blue Wave” in Brazil

The “Blue Wave” in Bolivia





Many “pink tide” governments lose power in 2010s

Center-right, right continuity in others



Pretty much everywhere else:

Red = left (see: Russian Revolution)

Blue = right (see: British Tories)



Why the decline?

Economic downturn

Anti-corruption efforts (“chicanery” in some cases)

Anger towards rising crime, insecurity

Growing strength of evangelicals



Let’s look at this in Brazil



In 2019, the unlikely Jair Bolsonaro 
(surprisingly) wins presidency

After 13 years of continued PT rule 
headed by extremely popular Lula



Lula leaves office in 2010 with 
(unprecedented) 80% approval rating



Back to regular programming



Corinto, Colombia



Clip from “Edge of democracy”



Bolsonaro wins with minuscule PSL  
(had one seat in 2014)



“Parties for rent” phenomenon in Brazil



 

Minimal campaigning following stabbing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=460Se3HvW0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=460Se3HvW0k


Not just victory for Bolsonaro but collapse for 
center-left (PT), center-right (PSDB)



Wins among all income groups except poorest

College graduates, Christians, South and Southeast



So why did he win?

Economic downturn

Anti-corruption efforts (“chicanery” in some cases)

Anger towards rising crime, insecurity



Boom times come to an end

2015-2016 (arguably) worst recession in 
Brazilian history



Takes place almost entirely during Dilma 
Rousseff’s (PT) tenure



Enormous protests in 2013, emphasis on 
corruption, appetite for change



In 2017, seventeen of the 
fifty most violent cities in the world were 

in Brazil

Growing frustration with state’s inability to 
curb crime



And then there’s the corruption scandal



Lava Jato: money laundering 
through auto-service 

stations

Expands to include corruption 
in national oil company

1000 arrests, 125 convictions



Politicians of all stripes caught up in corruption, but 
Worker’s Party (PT) hit especially hard



Investigations have high credibility, extremely 
popular, near-daily updates



This is where things get murky



Lula investigated, charged, and jailed in controversial 
process

Allegedly given an apartment as a bribe in exchange 
for Petrobras contracts



Prevents Lula from running for third term



Evidence to suggest his investigation highly partisan

Sergio Moro ultimately appointed Minister of Justice 
by Bolsonaro



In flux



Impeachment a way to derail Petrobras investigations



Dilma Rousseff not actually linked to Operation Car 
Wash corruption scandal

But combination of extremely low popularity + frenzy of 
anti-corruption measures create calls for her impeachment

Ultimately impeached for making federal budget 
appear balanced by delaying transfers to gov’t bank





Interim president, Temer, also widely seen as corrupt



PT enters 2018 election with impeached president, no 
Lula

Last-minute substitute Haddad tries to draw 
connections to Lula repeatedly



This is where Jair Bolsonaro enters the 
picture



Bit of an enigma: served 27 years in Chamber of Deputies 
(i.e., House of Reps), but never held executive office nor 

party leadership before president

Seen largely as an outsider due to outsized personality, 
extreme opinions, even if no super clear ideology



Famously called for execution of (then president) 
Cardoso for privatizing state companies



Note too who is making these!









Main thrust of his candidacy was idea that Brazilian 
society has become too permissive or “soft”

Permissiveness undermines ability of state to 
combat crime, corruption

Mainstream politicians are too corrupt to do 
anything about this



Draws on military background to contrast instability 
of present moment with nostalgia for dictatorship



Growing perception of democracy at odds with governance



Also makes important links to growing Evangelical groups



Brazilian Facebook in 2013



Brazilian Facebook in 2016



Presents himself as “law and order” 
candidate who is also outsider

Benefits massively from Dilma’s ousting, 
Lula’s imprisonment

Unpopular PT (left) vs. Bolsonaro (right)

Bolsonaro wins



So was Dilma’s ousting a “coup”? What constitutes a 
coup?

Impeachment driven by partisan interests, removed 
because unpopular; and yet her removal legal

What if whenever a D (R) held office and R’s (D’s) 
had numbers to impeach them, they did? 



Brief detour on questionable 
impeachments



The Dilma impeachment looks pretty sketchy

But is this new? Not really…

Arguably, impeachments functionally equivalent to 
coups



8 impeachment + removal 
between 1992 and 2016



Impeachments often rely on “creative” 
interpretation of constitution, or post-hoc 

justifications for removal



Widespread suspicion that Cubas had his 
vice-president murdered

Huge protests, support plummets



But impeachment is technically over 
“contempt of Court”

Chamber of Deputies vote modified to 
redefine 2/3 majority as 66.5%



Bucaram was classic example of 
“bait and switch”, populist 

implementing austerity

Huge protests, no support in 
Congress

The Madman who loves



Removed for insanity but no actual 
diagnosis

Insanity clause in Constitution only 
needs simple majority, not 2/3 

(which opposition did not have)



What’s the point?

Impeachment as a political tool to push out an 
unpopular, or ill-behaved (but not criminal) president

Common factor is loss of popular support, mobilizations, 
and collapse of congressional coalition

But these factors are all common to coups as well!



So the line between coup and impeachment is pretty 
blurry



No way to remove an unpopular president before term 
ends



But maybe “going through the motions” of an 
impeachment is better than a coup?

Because it still acknowledges importance of democratic 
norms?

Or maybe it’s actually bad? Because it is openly cynical 
and undermines belief in democracy?



The other big story: the fall (and return) of Evo in Bolivia





What happened?
New constitution in 2009 limits 

president to two terms

In 2016, MAS sponsors failed 
referendum for amendment three 

terms in office



2017 Constitutional Court

Evo goes to (friendly) Supreme Court, 
which strikes down two-term limit as 

unconstitutional



October 2019 Elections
First pass the post + 10% to avoid runoff 

election, weird pause while tallying, 
followed by Morales victory

Opposition disputes results; 
 Org of American States claims fraud

Morales agrees to new elections but 
military/police pressure him to leave, 

before his term ends



OAS fraud claim

Key moment: pause in vote counting 
when results were coming in



Political scientists step in

Mebane says: not enough fraud to 
account for Morales win



More poli sci





Was there no fraud?

If not, was this some kind of coup?



Important question given role of media 
in potentially legitimizing removal



Line of succession falls to Jeanine Añez, 
a not-well-known opposition Senator

Originally would only serve as interim, 
but now running in 2020  

(likely a strong candidate) 

Christian Conservative with strong 
antipathy to indigenous-based MAS



Recent developments in Bolivia are 
concerning

Society becoming deeply polarized over 
issues related to MAS



Añez uses decree to give police/military 
legal immunity in response to protests, 

killings + massacres of MAS



New investigations into MAS-era 
corruption



Fall of Morales also bringing ethnic tensions front 
and center



Añez appoints all-white cabinet, contrasts 
Christianity and “indigeneity” 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3POyhLPXs9s


Opposition seems aggressively pro-
Christian, blatant anti-indigenous 

sentiment



Polarization growing in country, 
increasingly making choice 

between:

Poorer, more rural, indigenous

Middle (and upper) class, white, 
Santa Cruz



Concerns about MAS accepting 
transition, formation of “civilian militias”

Lots of questions about October 2020 
elections: will/should MAS participate?  

What if they lose? Will election be seen as 
legitimate?

MAS does run with Luis Arce, win, take 
both chambers (compare to boycotts!)



MAS is back



Evo also returns



Return of MAS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_XnOeLejfM


Do you need to have alternation of 
parties or even presidents for a healthy 

democracy?

Why would Morales be resistant to a MAS 
successor?


